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Alert as highly toxic plant is
discovered on Railway Path

The highly toxic Giant Hogweed plant has been spotted
growing on the grass verge of the Bristol & Bath Railway
Path between Saltford and Bitton.

The path is currently very busy with people taking their daily
lockdown exercise, and they are being warned to extra careful
to avoid touching it.

The discovery of the plant by Saltford Environment Group was
reported at the end of last week to Bath & North East Somerset

Council for prompt attention.

It is growing on the right-hand side shortly after the old bridge
over the path when walking towards Bitton.

The group says it first discovered the plant there in 2014 but
B&NES had been unsuccessful in completely eradicating it. It
can take several years.

The group’s wildlife page has information about the hazards associated with Giant Hogweed which is usually biennial and can
grow up to three to five metres tall with white or, less common,
pinkish flower heads in flat-topped clusters.

Contact with its sap or its bristles can cause severe skin burns,
depending on individual sensitivity. It can sensitise skin to ultraviolet light, leading to severe blisters, pigmentation and longlasting scars, and hospitalisation may even be necessary.
Affected skin may remain sensitive for several years. A minute
amount of sap in the eye can lead to temporary or even permanent blindness.

If anyone finds it growing do not touch or attempt to remove it
yourself. Under the Environmental Protection Act (1990) Giant
Hogweed is classified as controlled waste. Anyone working
among it should wear full body protective clothing including
gloves, hood and face visor.

MAKE MONEY
FROM HOME
No Investment Required!
Thousands of regular people are now
supplementing or even replacing their
income by starting their own home
business.
It’s time to unleash your inner entrepreneur.
CLAIM YOUR FREE business starter pack
worth £350 today at www.eBizTips.net/free
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REFRESH YOUR TIRED KITCHEN

BEFORE

• Excellent reputation
• From simple door replacements to fully
fitted kitchens
• Choose from a wide range of quality doors,
worktops, appliances, sinks & taps
• Installed quickly and cleanly by our own
local professional fitters in just a few days

10/10
Excellent service and quality of product.
Workman helpful and friendly, definitely
a company to use.
BRISTOL

'5($0'2256
NEW LIFE FOR OLD KITCHENS

CALL FOR A FREE ESTIMATE ON:

EST. 1999
Over 290 reviews on

0117 944 3223
Visit our showroom:
11/12 The Promenade,
Gloucester Rd, Bristol BS7 8AL
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9.6/10
Where reputation matters

See what our customers have to say

www.dreamdoors.co.uk
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Plans for new access on to Siston Lane refused

Siston Lane

Plans to create a new access on to Siston Lane have been refused because of the impact it would have on Siston Conservation Area and the Elizabethan manor house as its heart.

The application for a road and access to serve an existing agricultural business was lodged by Gary Marshall, of Court Farm, which
is the grounds of Grade I listed Siston Court.

He sought planning permission for a new access off Siston Lane to
join an existing un-made track running through a field. The
application said the existing access is not ideal for accommodating
large agricultural vehicles which “have a harmful effect on the
residential character of the access both in terms of causing harm
to the amenities of the residential properties and congestion”.

However, the council’s planning officer said the plans would require
the removal of trees and hedgerow from the Siston Lane boundary,
which would detract from the setting of the historic buildings

close to residential units, she said such a relationship is not unusual
in a rural setting: “The existing access has been serving the agricultural business appropriately for many years…No evidence has
been put forward with this application to explain why this is no
longer the case. Furthermore, commercial vehicles associated with
the other business activities on the site would still need to utilise the
existing access. This argument is therefore being given very limited
weight.”

Siston parish councillors had also raised concerns about the impact
of a new access along a “narrow, busy and fast section of Siston
Lane” although South Gloucestershire Council’s transportation officer did not raise any objections, saying the road has a 40mph speed
limit and there are no recent accidents on this stretch.

And although the existing access is single width only and does pass
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Would like to thank all
of our customers over
the years for their
continued support.
In the interest of the
health and wellbeing
of our customers and
the local community
we have decided to
close at this time.
We will reopen as soon
as the situation improves.

07860 441776
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We will better any like for
like all inclusive quote
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Council budgets squeezed by
reaction to COVID-19

Local councils are predicting massive shortfalls in their budgets as a result of dealing with the pandemic, even after taking
Government support into account.

Bath & North East Somerset, which last week was awarded a second payment of just over £5m, estimates it is facing a funding gap
of £50m as it attempts to meet additional burdens in social care provision, waste collection and community support. Meanwhile income
streams from tourist attractions like the Roman Baths and parking
have ceased. Car park charges have now been re-introduced this
week in an attempt to generate some income.

Leader of the council Dine Romero and chief executive Will Godfrey
have written to every B&NES resident explaining the financial situation and also highlighting the services which are available to the
community during the current crisis.

In the letter they say: “We are continuing to press the Government
following its announcement this week about additional funding for
councils to address the additional costs of COVID-19. It has allocated £5.36m to B&NES in addition to the first grant of £4.64m, taking Government support to the council’s revenue budget to £10m.
While this is welcome it goes nowhere near the funding we are
going to require to meet our projected £50m deficit on our £120m
budget.”
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In Bristol, Mayor Marvin Rees has written to the Chancellor, urging
him to make good on his commitment to provide local authorities
with the resources they need. Bristol City Council has currently received £26.5m from the Government but the Mayor puts the extra
cost of responding to the crisis so far at £29m, on top of anticipation
£80m shortfall in revenue from commercial and regulated income
sources.

He said: “We’ll continue to work hard to sustain this frontline
response, but we’re mindful of the prominent role we could be playing in supporting the economic recovery, helping our communities
and businesses get back on their feet. Councils like Bristol cannot
lead the local efforts with one arm tied behind their backs.”

Meanwhile at South Gloucestershire Council’s Cabinet meeting last
Monday, in response to a Labour Group question about the budgetary implications of the impact of COVID-19 on council services,
leader Toby Savage said: “We are showing an indicative £26.7m
deficit for this coming financial year.

“That’s based on decisions we’ve taken to date to increase spending in a number of areas of the council but also includes a number
of losses of income including around council tax and business
rates.”
See also page 16
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Hospital staff struggling with
emergency transport timetable

Concerns have been raised over gaps in the
emergency bus and train timetables (see last
week’s edition) which are making it difficult for
staff to get to local hospitals.
This is particularly evident at weekends and transport campaigner David Redgewell is calling for a
re-think on evening and weekend schedules, in
particular the 19.

There are no weekend services on the route between Bath (with access to the Royal United Hospital) and Southmead via the new Nightingale
Hospital. Services to Hengrove have also been
severely affected, particularly at weekends. Bristol
Community Transport, which operated the 515 as
well as local and community bus services in
Keynsham and South Bristol, has stopped almost
all its operations.

Mr Redgewell, who is currently in isolation in
Gloucester, took part in last week’s virtual meeting
of the South Gloucestershire Council Cabinet and
urged council leaders to press the West of Eng-

land Combined Authority (WECA) which is the
transport body responsible for bus and rail services on the issue of hospital access for key workers.

He complimented WECA for listening to other representations which had been made, including
extra rail services on the Severn Beach Line, the
349 Keynsham Park Estate bus and the switching
back on of real time information boards.

Big clean-up as spillage
closes ring road

Kylie’s Mobile
Foot Care
Foot Health Care is considered
Key Work by the Government.
“I am currently still available for
appointments wearing protective
equipment and following
Government guidelines”
Services Include:
Toe Nail Cutting
Callus Reduction
Corn Enucleation
Fungal Nail Treatment
Home Visits £25
I also treat diabetics
Contact Kylie BA (Hons) DipCFHP
Fully Accredited, Insured & DBS Checked

07903 197 516
E: kyliethomas71@yahoo.co.uk

The A4174 ring road was closed last Tuesday
night at the Wick Wick roundabout because of a
diesel spillage.
South Gloucestershire Council employed a specialised cleaning company to help the clean-up
operation.
Traffic was diverted via the A432 Badminton
Road, Cleeve Hill and Bromley Heath and the
road reopened the following day.

D.JAMES DECORATING
36 years' experience.
Qualified tradesman.
Efficient /reliable.
References available
07861 898902 / 01275
831696 or visit our website
djamesdecorating.com
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HOME MOVIES TRANSFER SERVICE
Let us bring your treasured Home Movies back
to life so you can enjoy them again and again...
Have you ever wondered how good it would be to see your cherished
home movies again, many years after you shot them? Perhaps these
are on cine film, Hi-8, Video 8, VHS or another format you can no longer
play? !
Now you can relive those unique memories of special times such as
your wedding, your children taking their first steps, or family holidays,
and watch them whenever you want, as we will transfer your home
movies and preserve them forever on DVD or as a digital file! !

Your Home Movies are invaluable. We look forward to helping
you bring them back to life!
For a free quotation with no obligation, please call Andy Warren on
01454 321614 or email sales@1st-take.com

BRISTOL RACING DVD SPECIAL OFFER!
Offer Code: WEBR32

BUY BOTH DVDs
FOR ONLY £25.95!

BRISTOL MOTOR SPOR
SPORT
T
With extensive use of ar
archive
chive film
and historical photographs, trace the
pr
ogress of four wheeled motor sport
progress
in the Bristol ar
ea fr
om the 1920s to
area
from
today
today.. Relax and enjoy this tribute to
a pr
oud sporting tradition.
proud

Save over £10 + Free P&P!
#

CALL 01454 321614 TO ORDER

SPECIAL OFFER only for

readers!
60
mins.

BRISTOL
L SPEEDW
SPEEDWAY
WA
AY

73
mins.

With the help of ar
archive
chive film,
photographs, memorabilia
and interviews, rrelive
elive the
history of the Bristol
Bulldogs fr
from
om the Douglas
‘Dirt Track’
Track’ model in 1928,
thr
ough to the glory days in
through
Knowle and finally the brief
rrenaissance
enaissance at Eastville in
the 1970s.

PLEASE SEND ME

QTY

PRICE

Both Bristol Racing DVDs

RRP £27.90 £19.90 + Fr
Free
ee P&P!
&P! SA
SAVE
AVE
VE OVER £10!

Bristol Speedway

RRP £13.95 £11.95 + Free
Free P&P!
&P! SA
SAVE
AVE
VE £4.50!

Bristol Motorsport

Free P&P!
RRP £13.95 £11.95 + Free
&P! SA
SAVE
AVE
VE £4.50!

TOTAL
TOT
TAL
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Name.............................................................................................................................................................................
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Address.........................................................................................................................................................................!
.......................................................................................................................................................................................!
.......................................................................................................................................................................................!
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card
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d)
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TO SEE THE FULL RANGE OF 1ST TAKE DVDs VISIT www.1st-take.com OR CALL 01454 321614 TO REQUEST A FREE COPY OF OUR LATEST CATALOGUE

www.1st-take.com
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01454 321614

1st Take, PO Box 1840, Yate, Bristol BS37 4WB
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Inspectors highlight patients’ struggle to
access care and treatment at surgeries

Emersons Green Medical Centre

A recovery plan is being urgently put in place at a health practice which serves more than 22,000 patients in the Emersons
Green, Lyde Green, Downend and Yate area, following concerns raised by the Care Quality Commission.

surgeries.

When inspecting practices, the CQC assesses how safe, effective,
caring, responsive and well-led they are. In reports published on
23rd April, the watchdog rates both Emersons Green and Leap Valley as inadequate in terms of providing responsive services, and
says improvements are needed in the other four key categories.

And 59% of Leap Valley patients described their overall experience
as good, while the figure at Emersons Green was 60%. The CCG
average at the time was 85% and the national average 83%.

Green Valleys Health operates Emersons Green Medical Centre in
St Lukes Close and Leap Valley Medical Centre in Beaufort Road
in Downend, which has a branch surgery in Yate.

Explaining the inadequate rating, the inspectors said: “There were
significant constraints on the ability of people to access care and
treatment in a timely way via the telephone system, resulting in
some performance indicators being way below local and national
averages.”

They added: “We saw the practice had taken steps to improve performance in this area, through the introduction of a new care navigation system, together with increased appointment times of 15
minutes, in response to patient feedback; however, the impact had
not been reviewed at time of inspection.”

The inspection was carried out in January and routine appointment
times have reportedly now reduced from six weeks to two weeks
as a result of changes made.

In March (Issue 618), after the Lyde Green Community Association
flagged up concerns about local health services, we reported that
action was being taken to ease the pressure that the lack of a health
centre on the new Lyde Green estate was having on existing GP
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Patient surveys for both Emersons Green and Leap Valley medical
centres for 2019 showed dissatisfaction.

Only 30% of patients at the Emersons Green surgery and 36% at
Leap Valley were satisfied with the GP appointment times available,
compared with the local Clinical Commissioning Group (CCG) average of 64% and the national average of 65%.

This week a spokesperson for Bristol, North Somerset & South
Gloucestershire Clinical Commissioning Group said: “We were concerned to read Green Valleys Health’s CQC report, which demonstrates there needs to be considerable improvements made at the
practice.

“We are aware of the issues, including notable challenges surrounding its telephone systems, and are working with the practice to address all the concerns raised and urgently put into place a recovery
plan.”
Leap Valley provides a service to more than 10,000 patients, with
approximately 7,000 at the surgery in Beaufort Road and 3,000
using the Abbotswood branch surgery in Yate. Emersons Green
Medical Centre provides a service to more than 12,000 patients.
The surgeries joined to create Green Valleys Health in 2017. In December 2018, the practice was rated as good overall but required
improvement for providing well-led services. At the latest inspection,
the CQC found the provider had taken appropriate action to address
the requirement notices from the previous inspection.
Continued on page 8
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Staff not always kind and some
drugs held were out of date

Among the Care Quality Commission’s criticisms of Emersons
Green and Leap Valley medical centres is that staff reportedly did
not always treat patients with kindness, respect and compassion.

Some expressed concerns about the way some reception staff dealt
with them whilst trying to access services or book appointments.
At both, there was a backlog in summarising patient records back
to November 2018.

Leap Valley’s branch surgery in Yate was open at times when there
was no clinician on site, resulting in non-clinical staff dealing with
medical emergencies. Some items of emergency equipment and
medicines held at Leap Valley were out of date and had not been
replaced. Incidents that affected the health, safety and welfare of
people using the services were not always reported internally to enable them to be investigated, monitored and action taken to remedy
the situation or prevent further occurrences.

health and those whose circumstances make them vulnerable.

And although there was an inadequate rating for responding to and
meeting patients’ needs because of the phone problems, the inspectors said parents calling with concerns about a child were offered a
same-day appointment when necessary, and there were systems
to identify and follow up children living in disadvantaged circumstances and at risk.

The surgeries offered home visits and urgent appointments for older
people with enhanced needs and complex medical issues. Priority
appointments were allocated when necessary to those experiencing
poor mental health.

Staff worked together and with other organisations to deliver effective care and treatment. Complaints were listened and responded
to and used to improve the quality of care. There was also a clear
vision and credible strategy to provide high quality sustainable care
at the surgeries.

At Emersons Green Medical Centre there were inconsistencies in
the way prescription security was managed. And not all clinical
waste (sharps) bins had been disposed of in line with best practice
guidelines.

Positive findings also highlighted

Despite concerns about their performance, the CQC inspectors
found many positive examples of working practice at both Emersons
Green Medical Centre and Leap Valley.

Although overall the provision of effective services needed to improve, the inspectors highlighted that it was good for older people,
families, children and young children, people with poor mental

Leap Valley Medical Centre

Charterhouse
Care Home
Residential l Nursing l Respite l Dementia
Discover the very best in residential
care at Charterhouse
Residential care is now available to
complement the nursing, dementia
DQGUHVSLWHFDUHDOUHDG\RQRʞHU
Charterhouse is a friendly and welcoming
care home in the luxurious surroundings
RI7KH&KRFRODWH4XDUWHULQ.H\QVKDP

0117 919 4279

www.stmonicatrust.org.uk/villages/
the-chocolate-quarter/charterhouse
Registered Charity 202151
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19 new flats for first-time
buyers to be created

Investigation into
Kingswood fly-tipping

South Gloucestershire Council’s envirocrime and fly-tipping
teams have carried out investigations after these bags of household waste were dumped in South Road in Kingswood.

The council said: “We are following up information relating to
this incident and will contact the householder responsible for
this waste.”

Sort It centres in South Glos are currently closed because of
the coronavirus pandemic but the council is preparing for their
reopening and the conditions that need to be met.

People are warned that they are responsible for what happens
to their waste. If you pay someone else to dispose of it, make
sure they are legitimate, have a waste carrier’s licence and you
know where your waste is going. You could be prosecuted if
your waste is fly-tipped and fined up to £5,000.

There have also been reports in recent days of mattresses
being fly-tipped at Grandmother’s Rock Lane at Wick and at
Church Road in Bitton.

Easy
6

Detailed plans for 19 flats at the former International House office
block in Kingswood have been approved by South Gloucestershire
Council.

Prior approval to change the use of the vacant premises in Bank
Road into flats had been granted last summer.
Pryzm Developments subsequently sought full planning permission
for alterations to the existing elevations and the installation of nine
roof lights.

The full refurbishment will see the building retrofitted into 19 microunits intended for first-time buyers.

The design aims to give the building a more residential and contemporary appearance and enhance the area.
There is parking for seven vehicles and 20 bicycles.

Sudoku
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LETTERS

Stamping out hatred
Dear Editor

Anti-Semitism is never acceptable! Hatred
of a person, or a group of people, because
of their background, tradition or religious belief (or none!) isn’t something any of us
should tolerate.

On Friday (8th May) we commemorate the
75th anniversary of the end of the Second
World War. Prime Minister Winton Churchill
famously declared it ‘Victory in Europe Day’,
and ever since we have used the opportunity to celebrate the end of the horrific
events of war, and all the evils that are associated with it.

Under Hitler’s murderous regime, minority
groups, particularly Jews, were sent to concentration camps and murdered – simply
because of who they were or what they believed.

Some seven million Jewish men, women
and children lost their lives at the hands of
far-right extremists, who were hell-bent on
creating ‘some kind of utopia’ on earth
where everyone looked, acted and behaved
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a certain way.

Despite the murderous events of the war,
hatred of Jewish people still exists today.
The annual celebration of Victory has not
put a stop to the prejudice and ideology of
anti-Semitism.
We all have a responsibility to ‘stamp it out’,
whether that is in business, in our neighbourhoods, and in our local government.
Bath and North East Somerset Council, ideally, should be setting the example and ensuring – as part of this year’s 75th
anniversary – it makes a promise that antiSemitism is something it doesn’t and never
will tolerate.
Nathan Hartley

Former Deputy Leader, B&NES Council

Lost specs
Dear Editor

Could I ask though your paper an appeal to
anyone who finds a pair of Stepper glasses
that were lost on 29th April between Gaston
Avenue and Wright the Butchers of

Keynsham.

The glasses are in a black Stepper spectacles case

If anyone should find them, please could
you contact me on 0117 9865432. I would
be very grateful.
Maurice Hanson
Keynsham

Why we need a national
government
Dear Editor

This week we have more than 20,000 coronavirus deaths. Our government is disorganised and in disarray. Look at Germany,
it actually has more confirmed coronavirus
cases than us, but a little over a quarter of
the deaths! Why?
Germany has an experienced leader, with a
background in science. We have a very inexperienced leader who quotes Latin!
The Germans have focused on testing to
deal with the pandemic, the British government has made repeated promises on in-
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creased testing but failed miserably.
100,000 a day were promised but only
37,000 delivered. Testing centres are closed
or inaccessible. Without testing, resources
cannot be targeted where they are most
needed, the government cannot control the
pandemic!

Disastrously we have a leader so out of his
depth that he ignored his own government
guidelines and caught the disease. A leader
who advocates lockdown and social distancing, yet went off to his second home
every weekend. A leader who missed FIVE
emergency COBRA meetings during the
greatest health crisis to hit this country in
100 years.

No wonder there are shortages of personal
protection equipment and well over 100
NHS staff have died; no wonder there is
confusion and mixed messages. Opportunities missed or rejected. No one willing or
able to cut through red tape.

Elderly patients, some suffering from the
virus, were pushed out of hospitals because
of an expected upsurge in coronavirus
cases. Sent to care homes, they spread the
infection.

Our bungling inexperienced government
must step aside for a national government
of experienced politicians from across parties to stop these dysfunctional messes.

Ten of thousands have died unnecessarily.
We cannot afford any more calamitous mistakes.
Pete Milroy

Miles & Davey
motor services

●
●
●
●
●

MOT TESTING STATION
VEHICLE REPAIRS
VEHICLE SERVICING
VEHICLE DIAGNOSTICS
TYRES & MORE
Find us on Facebook
Miles & Davey Motor Services

0117 329 0730
WE ARE STILL
OPEN AS USUAL
We are offering a collection
and delivery service for
anyone self isolating
Unit 8 Brookleaze Trading Estate
Stockwood Vale,
Keynsham, BS31 2AL
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LETTERS

Update from South Glos
Council’s leader
Dear Editor

In addition to our ongoing response to the
coronavirus pandemic, we are currently
thinking about and preparing for the time
when the council is able to return to more
usual operations.

We are presented with a huge opportunity
to ‘reset’ rather than just go back to how
things were previously. We will take learning
from what has worked well and what hasn’t
during this current experience, and we will
look at what we might change or adapt in
the future to help us to bounce back and improve the way we deliver our services to the
people of South Gloucestershire, making
our area an even better place to live, work
and visit.

Some areas of the council’s regular work
are already starting to resume and on Monday
27th April
we
held
South
Gloucestershire Council’s very first virtual
Cabinet meeting. My Cabinet colleagues
and I have been involved in a variety of
meetings using digital technology since the
social distancing measures came in, and
the Cabinet met publicly online for the first
time on Monday, using digital technology to
keep council business running as close to
normal as possible. The meeting was
streamed online which enabled people to
watch and follow the decisions from their
homes.
We also resumed garden waste collections
in South Gloucestershire on 27th April after
they were suspended due to staff shortages

during the coronavirus outbreak. The suspension enabled us to continue with fortnightly black bin waste and recycling
collections by redeploying staff and vehicles
that are usually used to collect garden
waste.
As staffing levels continue to improve, I am
also pleased to confirm that we plan to resume our weekly recycling collections from
Wednesday 13th May, after they were temporarily changed to fortnightly collections to
help keep essential collections running.

Although our Sort It recycling centres remain closed, we are preparing for their reopening and the conditions that need to be
met so we can help residents to keep on top
of their waste.

Last week, and again this week, I volunteered to join the waste team to help out
with bin collections and I thank them for their
dedication and hard work during extremely
difficult circumstances. I also send my
thanks to residents across the area for their
patience and understanding whilst we have
been working to maintain essential services.
Toby Savage

Write to us

Copy can be sent by post or, preferably, email and should arrive at our offices no
later than 9.00am on the Monday of each
week.
E-mail to: admin@theweekin.co.uk

Fabrics Plus Ltd
We sell fabulous fabric
for garments, patchwork,
quilting and a selection
of beautiful yarns for
knitting and crochet, and
all things haberdashery.

The home
of lovely
fabrics

We are now closed to the public until further notice.
You can still buy all your crafting essentials online
through our website or ordering by phone

0117 329 3857
Monday to Saturday 10am to 4pm
19 Badminton Rd, Downend, BS16 6BB
Telephone 0117 329 3857
@FabricsPlusLimited
www.fabrics-plus.co.uk
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First West of England trialling new
social distancing measures

First West of England has this week begun a trial of new social
distancing measures on its route 24 service as part of its plans
to be well prepared for workers returning to work, as and when
Government guidance changes.
Under the new measures being piloted by First West of England,
signs are in place to advise passengers where to sit and some
areas are taped off.

As of Monday, all buses on route 24 (Southmead Hospital to Ashton
Vale) are displaying the new social distancing signage.

BRISTOL & BATH CAR SERVICES

GERMAN CAR
SPECIALIST
German Car Specialists with over 30 years experience
in service, repairs and diagnostics

ORMAL
WE ARE OPEN AS N
● MOT TESTING STATION
● SERVICE & REPAIRS (all makes welcome)
● AIR CONDITIONING
● CAMBELTS & BRAKES
● CLUTCHES & SUSPENSION
● COLLECT & RETURN SERVICE
● TYRES AND TYRE FITTING SERVICE
● SPECIALIST DIAGNOSTICS AND MORE . . .

Large Workshop

Telephone 0117 9161234
www.bandbcarservices.co.uk
✉ bandbcs@btinternet.com
Unit 2 Pixash Business Centre, Keynsham BS31 1TP
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The bus operator intends to roll out the new seating arrangement
to all First West of England services if the trial proves successful in
helping customers to social distance.

Alongside the new seating arrangements for passengers, selected
services in Bristol and Bath are also seeing an increase in capacity
from the beginning of this week to ensure a safe social distancing
environment in line with Government guidance as some workers
start to return.

Bristol services 2 (Cribbs Causeway to Stockwood), 4 (Cribbs
Causeway to City Centre), 17 (Southmead to Keynsham), 24
(Southmead Hospital to Ashton Vale) and Bath Service 5 (Bath Bus
Station to Whiteway) will double in capacity at specific times on
weekdays between selected stops. On Bristol services 43 (City
Centre to Bitton), 45 (City Centre to Cadbury Heath) and 48/49 (City
Centre to Emersons Green) capacity will also double at specific
higher demand times, with extra buses running five minutes ahead
of schedule on parts of the route.

James Freeman, managing director at First West of England said:
“We are closely monitoring our services to ensure that social distancing is being observed at all times for the wellbeing of our passengers and drivers.

“I’d like to thank all customers for their ongoing co-operation at this
time and would ask that they follow this new seating advice so we
can do our utmost to keep everyone safe.

“We continue to regularly clean all touch points on our buses and
our drivers are supplied with protective equipment such as disposable gloves. NHS advice is also displayed on our buses reinforcing
the need for passengers to follow Government guidance.”

He added: “We are working closely with West of England Combined
Authority and the local authorities across the region to maintain a
sufficient level of service. As we see a small rise in patronage on
some routes, we are putting on extra buses for certain stops, to ensure there is the right level of capacity for social distancing.

“The situation is constantly changing and I’m extremely grateful to
all our drivers and staff who are working hard to keep our vital bus
services running for key workers.”

All information about service levels and timetables during the coronavirus outbreak is available at: www.firstgroup.com/coronaviruswoe.
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Who Superglued the locks at
Hanham football club?
AEK-BOCO Football Club in Hanham are
appealing for help in identifying the man
who Superglued locks on their clubhouse and car park in Greenbank Road.

CCTV footage shows the man at the entrance to the clubhouse just before 9.15pm
on Tuesday 21st April.
The club incurred costs for a call-out and replacement of the locks.

been false or the source of the problems reported had not been anything to do with
AEK-BOCO FC or our clubhouse.

“We have reported this instance to the police and passed over the information and
CCTV footage. We will let them take this
up.”

The
crime
reference
number
is
5220091593. If you have any information,
contact the police on 101 or Crimestoppers
anonymously on 0800 555 111.

They believe it could be someone local as
the footage shows a dog with no lead running around with him.

Club chairman John Winter said: “It’s disappointing and sad that after the nine years of
this clubhouse being opened, the first identified element of anti-social behaviour reported to the police is this.
“The club has taken a lot of criticism and allegations over the years for alleged poor behaviour, which we have always been able to
distance ourselves from, as the reports had

No painting or repairs for 25 years?
It must be a ColourFence!

Won’t
warp, crack,
shrink, rot
or peel†

Cream

¤ Guaranteed† not to
warp, crack, shrink, rot
or peel
¤ Withstands wind gusts
of up to 130mph
¤ No painting or repairs
for 25 years
¤ Create your look
with a choice of
colours, designs and
sizes

“

“

With the warmer weather appearing,
there’s always plenty to do in the garden.
However, with ColourFence, one of the
most tedious, time-consuming jobs
disappears overnight. For the next 25
years! Because there’s no need to paint
or repair ColourFence. It’s guaranteed not
to warp, crack, shrink, rot or peel for the
next 25 years. Making it one of the world’s
best maintenance-free fences. And, unlike
other fences, ColourFence can withstand
wind speeds of up to 130mph.
There’s a choice of colours to enhance
your garden’s design and you’ll find our
prices surprisingly competitive too.

Brown

Maintenance
free for 25 years
and great value too!
Nothing compares
to ColourFence!

Blue

CALL
NOW! To see our full range of colours,
designs and get a FREE
‘no-obligation’ quote – CALL

¤ No risk professional
installation
†Hose down occasionally –
terms & conditions apply.
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Lessons to be learnt from staff working
from home, says South Glos Council

South Gloucestershire Council is keen to look at the lessons that can be learnt from staff working from home during the pandemic.

Cabinet member for Corporate Resources, Ben Burton, said the
council’s heads of service had managed to facilitate home working for staff at a rapid speed.

“I think that if you’d said a few weeks ago that Badminton Road
(the council’s HQ) would be virtually empty but the council still
functioning at full throttle, I think you would have probably
laughed, but I think it is a real testament to the staff that that has

managed to happen.

“Going forward I think this situation has provided us with the opportunities to learn lessons about the impact of home working
and how the council has adopted technology and how that might
help members of staff to improve work-life balance.

“It also has an impact of course in the climate emergency, in
terms of potentially removing unnecessary journeys to other locations, so we’re keen to look at the lessons we can learn from
this.

“However, a word of caution. We need to be careful about when
we adopt this process just to make sure firstly that the job can
be performed safely at home. There is also an issue in relation
to staff contracts and ultimately underlying all this is actually
what is in the best interests of our staff, so we will need to take
a very careful and considered approach. We will pick this up not
only with feedback from officers but also through the staff and
the unions to ensure that if there are opportunities going forward
that we are in the best place to adopt those.”

Break-in at Tesco in Staple Hill

The Tesco supermarket in Staple Hill was broken into last
Thursday night or the early hours of Friday. Among them items
taken was a large haul of cigarettes, and some tills were forced.
The shop was closed on Friday morning while police made their
investigations. It was able to open again by 11.30am.

Crossword

The Badminton Road offices
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Clues Across

Clues Down

1. Midwest US state (9)
6. Hat (3)
8. Female deity (7)
9. Big (5)
10. Financial institution (4)
11. Affirmative (3)
13. Curse (4)
14. Value (5)
16. Holy (6)
18. Market for goods (6)
19. Audacity (5)
21. Distant (4)
22. Untruth (3)
23. Pale (4)
27. Lament (5)
28. Barren (7)
30. Move quickly (3)
31. Utterly (9)

1. Artificial hair (3)
2. Portable chair (5)
3. Augury (4)
4. Female sibling (6)
5. African river (4)
6. Cut back (7)
7. Before long (9)
10. Spectator (9)
11. Alpine call (5)
12. Cooker (5)
14. Sebaceous cyst (3)
15. Tint (3)
17. Vexation (7)
20. Cutting tool (6)
24. Playground item (5)
25. Join metal (4)
26. Perceive sound (4)
29. Consume (3)
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Investigation after brook runs red

This picture shows the Siston Brook running red alongside Kingswood
Heritage Museum in Warmley. It was taken on Sunday and posted on
social media.

The Environment Agency told us on Monday that they had been
alerted to discolouration of the Siston Brook and would be inspecting
the site in accordance with social distancing guidance to take a sample
for testing.

As we completed production of this week’s issue the stream was reported to be running clear again

GGM

GARDEN & GROUNDS
MAINTENANCE

All aspects of garden &
grounds maintenance
Services include:
Grass cutting
Hedge cutting
Weed control

Tree work
Turfing
Planting

Tel: 07917 872651
www.ggmbristol.com
ggmbristol@outlook.com

CORONAVIRUS CLOSURE
Until the lockdown is lifted,
ted, B Block and Somer Dining will
remain closed.
Thankk you fo
or all your support over the last two years.
We look forwar
o
d to welcoming you backk soon.
For updates please ffoll
ollow us on social media.
Somerdining.co.uk
B-blockpizza.co.uk

@somerdining
@bblockpizza
Somer Dining & B Block
The Chocolate Quarter
Trajectus Way, Keynsham
Bristol BS31 2GJ
Tel: 0117 963 7110
info@thechocolatequarter.co.uk
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Support for South Gloucestershire businesses
that have been falling through the net
South Gloucestershire Council’s leader says it is acting to support businesses falling through the net during the coronavirus
crisis.

Oldland and Bitton councillor Paul Hughes raised concerns at last
Monday’s Cabinet meeting.
He said: “I have been in contact with an Oldland Common-based
business who has frustratingly fallen through the net with regards
to business rates relief. Can you provide any information about how
we are supporting and progressing the relief that we are providing
to South Gloucestershire businesses and what lobbying are we
doing around gaps in available business support?”

offers business support to start-up and growing businesses) to ensure that where there are gaps in support available that we are taking steps to ensure that those gaps are recognised and filled.”

Break-in at heritage site

Council leader Toby Savage said: “We have received just over
3,000 applications to date for the business support grants and we
have approved 2,000 of those.”

He said more than £24m worth of support had been sent from the
council and into the bank accounts of many small and mediumsized businesses but added: “What we are clear about is that as
we have been administering those grants there are clear gaps in
the support that’s available out there.

“One example that we have had to grapple with as a council has
been at the Science Park where we do have a large co-working
space, and as the landlord we have been working with those tenants to support them. As tenants, they are not registered for business rates purposes - we would pay that as the landlord - so we
are lobbying Government and working with Business West (which

The Dame School heritage site opposite the Red Lion pub in the
centre of Mangotsfield was broken into by youths last week who
cut the chain to break in.
Anyone who has any information or who sees any suspicious
activity there is asked to contact the police. The crime reference
number is AS-20200428-0640
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Warning that major resurfacing
work could cause delays

Richmond Road

A major resurfacing project was due to start in Richmond Road in
Mangotsfield yesterday (Tuesday).

South Gloucestershire Council says work will be taking place between about 7.30am and 4.30pm and will generate a “significant”
amount of noise.

The roadworks are scheduled to take until 15th May and the road will
be closed.
Although alternative routes will be signposted whilst the works are in
progress, the council warns it is possible that delays may occur on
the surrounding network.

Still need your cake fix during lockdown?
The opening of our new bespoke cake shop,
Crumbs of Keynsham, has been delayed due
to Covid-19, but don’t worry because we
can bring the cake to you!
Follow us on Instagram and Facebook
to find out more.
Just search: crumbsofkeynsham

FREE DELIVERY
to BS37, BS31, BS30, BS16, BS15, BS14,
BS5, BS4, BS3 (Min Spend £10)
10 High Street, Keynsham BS31 1DQ
(Opposite St John’s Church)

www.crumbsofkeynsham.co.uk
eat

CAKE.

drink

COFFEE.

love
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Road closures in Keynsham next week
Resurfacing works begin on Monday (11th May) on Charlton
Road iwhich will close it for 12 hours a day.

The section being resurfaced stretches from near the junction with
St Ladoc Road to the junction near Longmeadow Road.

B&NES Council says work will be carried out under road closure
from 7am to 7pm and is expected to take up to two weeks to complete, subject to the weather.

Any cars parked within the closure may be removed so as not to
delay works. At the end of each day’s work the road will be reopened to traffic.

Emergency and pedestrian access will be maintained throughout.
Bus operators are re-routing services where required.
Avon Mill Lane in Keynsham will be closed for four nights next week
so that vegetation can be cleared from the railway bridge.
The closure, which will be southwards from the junction with
Vandyck Avenue for 74 metres, will be from 10pm to 6am from 11th
to 15th May.

18

Avon Mill Lane

We take care to respect social distancing requirements and wear appropriate protective
clothing when carrying out our work
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Resound Foodbank says thank you

STABLES
TO LET

Resound Foodbank, based at Resound Church in Blackhorse Road, Mangotsfield, has thanked
everyone who has given support over the past few weeks.
Joint co-ordinators Claire Collins and Steve Riches said. “It has been simply amazing to see how the
community has responded and pulled together at a time when to be quite frank we could all be hiding
ourselves under the duvet! We have had almost everything we need – whenever some stocks start to
run a bit low someone turns up with a big box of whatever we were short of.”
The foodbank has moved over temporarily to home deliveries: “We are just getting ourselves familiar
with that new way of working which has been an interesting new challenge coupled with being much
busier than usual (two to three times busier and growing). We seem to be feeding around 60 to 70
people each week.”
The foodbank asks for continued donations of long-life items such as tinned meats, tinned fruit, UHT
meat and rice. It is also appealing for disposable gloves and hand sanitiser for its volunteers and drivers.

Keynsham end of the
ring road
All year grazing
Individual tack rooms
Manure removed
regularly
Hay & straw storage
Yard well maintained

Contact the foodbank by calling 0117 9791399 or visit www.resoundbristol.co.uk/foodbank

Call

Celebrate the 75th
anniversary of VE Day
at home

07853 829 559
or

0117 9863821

As the coronavirus pandemic
has put paid to plans for street
parties to mark the 75th
anniversary of VE Day over the
forthcoming bank holiday weekend, people are encouraged instead to take part in celebrations
safely from home.

PUBLIC NOTICE

Goods Vehicle
Operator’s Licence

R J Scaffolding Limited of 66
Gloucester Road, Bristol, BS7 8BH
is applying for a licence to use Old
Station Yard, Avon Mill Lane,
Keynsham, Bristol, BS31 2UG as
an operating centre for 1 vehicle
and 1 trailers.
Owners or occupiers of land (including buildings) near the operating centre(s) who believe that their
use or enjoyment of that land would
be affected, should make written
representations to the Traffic
Commissioner at Jubilee House,
Croydon Street, BS5 0GB, stating
their reasons, within 21 days of this
notice. Representors must, at the
same time, send a copy of their
representations to the applicant at
the address given at the top of this
notice.
A guide to Making Representations
is available from the Traffic
Commissioner’s office.
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Keep in touch, let us
know what you think,
send us your news
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The Royal British Legion is calling on people across the UK to
join in a moment of reflection
and remembrance at 11am on
Friday (8th May) and pause for
a two-minute silence.
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First Bus staff in a close shave for charity

A group of 22 drivers, staff and family members have shaved their heads to raise more than £3,000 for the Southmead Hospital Charity, which supports healthcare research, services and staff as part of the North Bristol NHS Trust.
The challenge was also to honour the two First bus drivers who have died recently from COVID-19.

The idea came from staff manager Mark Ford (top row), who works at First’s Lawrence Hill depot in Bristol. He said: “We wanted to
say a big thank you all NHS staff at Southmead Hospital in memory of our two colleagues who sadly lost their lives to COVID-19.

“The response was amazing. I’m so grateful to all colleagues who have braved the new bald look and to everyone who has helped
us to beat our fundraising target. It’s heart-warming to see so many people show their support.”

Among those who took up the challenge was managing director James Freeman (pictured top left). He said: “I’d like to say thank you
to everyone who donated to this worthy cause to show their support for NHS staff at Southmead Hospital. First West of England is
providing vital transport for key workers at this difficult time and I’m very grateful to our team of drivers and staff, who have shown
dedication to make this happen across the region.”
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South Gloucestershire Council to switch back
to weekly recycling collections from 13th May

Weekly recycling collections will resume across South
Gloucestershire from Wednesday 13th May after being temporarily changed to keep essential collections running during
the COVID-19 outbreak.

The switch to fortnightly recycling collections has enabled the council to continue to collect black bin waste as normal with a significantly reduced workforce. Tonnages for recycling have remained
broadly comparable over the past four weeks.
Staffing levels had dropped to below 70 per cent at the time the
temporary changes were brought in, but they have gradually recovered to over 80 per cent today.
From 13th May, residents are advised to put their recycling out on
their normal collection day by 7am and bear in mind that crews may
be working longer hours than usual.

The leader of South Gloucestershire Council Toby Savage has been
volunteering weekly with waste and recycling crews to help with collections and show his support for the operatives who have been
working flat out during the outbreak.

He said: “I’m delighted that we will soon be returning to weekly recycling collections now that our staffing levels are starting to recover. We have been doing everything possible to continue with
waste and recycling collections and I must thank members of the
public for their understanding and of course, our fantastic collection
crews who have been working so hard during some very difficult
circumstances.
“Being out with the crews on front-line collections has reinforced
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just how hard they work every day to collect our waste and recycling
and I would like to personally thank them for their efforts. It was
touching to see residents leave thank you messages on their bins,
open their front doors to say thank you to the crews in person, and
even offer cups of tea. I’d also like to thank the council staff who
have been redeployed from other areas to provide their support. It’s
been a real team effort.”

People are asked to sort recycling and keep items inside recycling
containers or an additional, sturdy container no larger than the
green boxes; this makes it easier for crews to pick it up and load it
on to the vehicles. Sort It recycling centres currently remain closed
but the council says it is preparing to reopen a number of them in
the coming weeks. To do this safely, there will need to be restrictions
in place around social distancing and the type of waste that can be
disposed of.

The council says it is seeking clarification from Government that
travel to a Sort It recycling centre is deemed as essential travel and
making sure that the appropriate resources in place.
Fortnightly garden waste collections restarted last week and those
affected by the suspension are having their subscription extended
by five weeks.

If you have a backlog of garden waste, the council asks that you
don’t try to put it alll in the bin on your first collection but spread it
out over a few collections.
Stay up to date with changes to services affected by the coronavirus
outbreak at www.southglos.gov.uk/servicedisruption
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Pizza takeaway plans are approved despite concerns

Controversial plans to replace a barber's
salon with a pizza takeaway have been approved by South Gloucestershire Council.

Previous plans for the premises at 3 School
Road were withdrawn last summer after the
council’s environmental protection officer recommended that an acoustic report should be
provided detailing noise from plant and equipment including flue/kitchen extraction units.

The latest proposal, which has now been approved, includes an extractor flue to the rear
of the premises. Applicant Cengiz Tuncel, who
also runs First Choice Kebab House in
Cadbury Heath, submitted a report saying a
system to provide suitable extraction to the
cooking area of the new takeaway could be
provided without disturbing people living
nearby.

Oldland Parish Council had restated its previous objection to the application, with concerns about increased litter
in the area and that the likely increase in opening hours would exacerbate problems of anti-social behaviour in the area, adding: “The
smells and noise from the shop will adversely affect the residential
amenity of neighbouring properties.”

Some neighbours had also registered their worries about smells,
noise and disturbance at all hours, and the management committee
of nearby Cadbury Heath Hall raised concerns including increased
litter, that their car park would likely be used by the customers of
the takeaway, meaning increased traffic movements causing a nuisance for hall users, and increased risks to pedestrians in the car
park.

South Glos Council’s environmental health protection team did not
have any objection to the proposal but said the applicant should
give consideration to the storage of waste.

The council report did highlight that that the proposal could potentially have an impact on both the residential premises above the
takeaway and people living at nearby Alfred Lovell Gardens, but the
control of any future environmental issues, such as noise and smell,
could be subject to enforcement action through the environmental
protection legislation.

Planning permission was granted with the takeaway opening hours
for customers restricted to between 11.30am and 11pm.

Keep in touch
Regular news
updates to
your phone

Share stories
with your friends
Send us your
news

facebook.com/
theweekin
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Police try to track owners of stolen bikes

Police are trying to trace the owners of six stolen bikes, having
been able to return two to grateful members of the public.

They retrieved eight bicycles from two addresses – one in Staple
Hill and one in Fishponds two weeks ago.

Two men, aged 22 and 39, have voluntarily attended a police interview as part of the investigation.

PC Kyle Maywood and PC Gary Lippiatt returned two of the bikes
on 25th April and want to track down who owns the others.
PC Maywood said: “It was great to be able to return two of the

Author giving away books in
return for charity donations

Local author Trevor Stubbs is giving away his books in an attempt
to raise money during Christian Aid Week.

With the usual door-to-door collection not taking place this week,
Trevor will post copies to anyone who makes an online donation to
the charity. Among his recent works are two series, the Flip trilogy
and the four-book White Gates Adventures.

Trevor told us: “Before we came to Keynsham, my wife and I
worked in South Sudan where some of what is donated to Christian
Aid ends up, and we know it is efficiently and carefully used. South
Sudan is just reporting that the virus has eventually got into the population and we are hoping it won't go wild. They have just four respirators for eight million people.”

Last year the Keynsham area Christian Aid committee raised just
over £5,000 but have reduced their target to £2,000 in the light of
current circumstances.

People are asked to make a donation to Christian Aid via the
www.justgiving.com/fundraising/Jeff-Francis page and then contact
Trevor via his own website - www.trevorstubbs.co.uk - with their address and choice of book.
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bikes. They had been reported as stolen and as the owners had
given us their bike’s unique frame number, we were able to hand
them back.

“However, there are half a dozen other bikes we’ve recovered and
we hope people may be able to recognise theirs from the pictures.
If you do, contact us and provide us with the unique frame number
so we can return it to you.”

Anyone who believes their bike may be one of the six is asked to
contact the police through their website, or on 101, and give the
reference number 5220083549.

Deafblind UK extends helpline
opening hours

National charity Deafblind UK has temporarily extended its
helpline opening hours to support people who have sight loss,
hearing loss or both, through the COVID-19 crisis.

Deafblind UK’s helpline is now open between 8am and 8pm every
day of the week. Trained staff are on hand to support people who
have any level of sensory loss, their families and anyone who
works with them. They can give practical help, information and
advice and offer in-depth emotional support to people who need
it.
The helpline can be accessed in the following ways:

Tel: 0800 132320
Text: 07950 008870
Text relay: 18001 then 0800 132320
Facetime: helpline.dbuk@deafblind.org.uk (Not BSL)
BSL video relay: https://deafblind.org.uk/bsl/
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Plans to stabilise Grade I listed tabernacle

A planning application to stabilise the Grade I listed Whitfield
Tabernacle in Kingswood has been submitted to South
Gloucestershire Council.
The dilapidated building,
which dates from 1741, is
widely regarded as the birthplace of the Methodist movement.
The application has been
lodged by the Rev Anthony
Hick on behalf of the Whitfield
Tabernacle Trust.

The tabernacle as seen from
Park Road

Thanks to funding from the
West of England Combined
Authority, supported by South
Gloucestershire Council, work
is being commissioned to stabilise the building in Park
Road and install a roof to prevent further deterioration.

The repairs and proposals are
aimed at preserving the structure of the building as the first
phase of a comprehensive scheme for repair and re-use. The proposals aim to provide a useable shell of a building with basic services and WCs that could be used for developing the project,
potentially including community events.

Village community centre
becomes foodbank

Work has been under way to set up a foodbank at Pucklechurch
Community Centre, opening on Tuesdays and Thursdays between 10am and noon.

The Pucklechurch and Shortwood Good Neighbours Scheme,
working with a local COVID-19 foodbank, are organising the facility.

They welcome donations during opening times. Especially welcome are donations of tinned prepared foods, such as stew, chili
and pies, along with pasta, cream-based soups, tinned meat
and fish, tinned vegetables and fruit, potatoes (fresh, tinned, or
instant mash), sugar and instant coffee.

Find out more, including if you wish to volunteer, by searching
on Facebook for Pucklechurch and Shortwood Good Neighbours Scheme. Email goodneighbours@pucklechurch.org or
call 07961 939574.

Let them know of anyone who would benefit from a food parcel.
Food and toiletry items can also be delivered to anyone who
may need them.
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A report accompanying the application says it is still possible to retain and repair the principal walls of the tabernacle and secure the
signifcances of the building. However, areas of the walls are now in
“imminent” danger of collapse.

“With the building ownership issue resolved and the redevelopment
of the greater Whitfeld Tabernacle site and the initiatives for the regeneration of Kingswood town centre moving forward, there could
not be a better moment for an injection of public funding to secure
the future of the tabernacle.”

The site, which includes the Grade II listed Masters Church and the
adjoining graveyard, has been derelict and overgrown for almost
An aerial view of the tabernacle

three decades. The Masters Church has planning permission for 19
apartments and three new houses that will be constructed at the
top part of the site by Bath-based Crossman Homes. Work is also
taking place to turn the graveyard to a public park area which will
then be transferred to the council.

Community to choose
architect for new
homes in Hillfelds

Hillfields Family & Community Trust are running an online architects competition for their community-led housing project.

They have asked four practices to make a video on how they will
work with the community on new homes on land next to Hillfields
Community Hub.
The four teams - Askew Cavanna Architects, Agile Design, Barefoot Architects and Cryer & Coe - have each made a submission
and the community will choose their favourite.
Check out the videos at www.hillfields.community

Click on each logo to view that team's submission for communityled housing.
The competition closes on 11th May.
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